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Wee Mentors (6+ years): 
How Do You Know When Your Child Is Ready 
to Stay Home Alone?
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What is the appropriate age for children to be left at home alone? It’s a difficult and somewhat uncomfortable 
decision. Obviously, a six-year-old should never be left alone, and a 17-year-old probably can be but what about 
all the ages in between? What does Canadian law say? In Canada, from a legal perspective the age you can leave 
your child alone varies between the ages of 10 to 12 depending on the province, but is a 10-year-old or even a 
12-year-old ready to be left alone?
6 factors other than the law to consider before leaving your children home alone:
1. Common Sense
This is here because we all know that common sense is not so common. Most children are not ready to be left alone 
until they are at least 12 years old and even then, the factors below need to be considered, and they should not be 
left overnight. 
2. How Mature is Your Child?
Maturity levels vary greatly from one child to another. Some 12-year-olds are more responsible than some 16-year-olds 
but how can we determine a child’s maturity and comfort level?
Ask yourself the following questions

•  Do they know their full name, address and phone number?
•  Do they know who to call in case of an emergency?
•  Will they be able to follow the rules?
•  Do they stay calm when things don’t go as planned? 
3.  How Long and How Frequently Will the Child Be Left Alone
Start with short trial periods. Try a quick 30 minute trip to the corner store, then maybe an hour at the gym. Canada 
Safety Council recommends keeping initial trials to a maximum of 2 hours, always during the day and only when a 
responsible adult is nearby.
4.  Are There Trusted, Responsible Adults Nearby?
Even though in the beginning you will only be gone for a short time and your child may be ready mentally and 
emotionally, you’ll always want to inform a few trusted neighbourhood friends of the situation.
5.  Is the Child Ready to Handle Safety Rules and Emergencies
Did you know many communities offer home alone courses for children? A home alone course teaches kids about 
phone safety, how to deal with visitors at the door, basic First Aid, Internet safety and accident prevention. 
6.  Can Your Child Follow the Rules?
Establish rules before allowing your child to stay home by themselves. Rules should cover things that they can or cannot 
do while at home by themselves. 
•  no household appliances (waffle maker, dryers, chest freezers)
•  no knives or other sharp objects
•  do not answer the phone
•  do not open the door
Encourage your child not to tell anyone that they are home alone. Depending on age, parents should typically not 
allow their child to have any friends over when they are home alone. 
Is Your Child Ready to Be Left Home Alone?
As laid out in this article, whether your child is ready to be left home alone depends on several factors including their 
age, common sense, maturity, proximately of trusted adults and preparedness of the child. Parents should regularly 
speak to their child about how they feel about being home alone. If your child expresses discomfort with it, consider 
other alternatives like a babysitter or a relative, until they feel they can handle this responsibility. 
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